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Lecture; f - rr,oriutn
*Teacher Assessment shall be based following component* quiza*r-r*#'ilX; ed/participation in class,given that no component shal.l exceed more than l0 marks.

Course Educational Obj eitives (CEOs) :

Iil:1Tlii"r"1i:,;tudents 
with the Fundamentals of the calculus of Matrices, Differential Equations and

Course Outcomes (COs):

f#ffifr:'."ion 
of this course the students are expected ro be able to demonstrate following knowledgq skills

The students will be able to
l. Understand and appry the basics of the carcurus of matrices.2. Solve the fimdamental problems of the ordinary differential equations.3' Apply the advanced techniques to find the solution of the ordinary differential equations.4. Know the techniques of the numerical analysis.
5. Find the numerical solution of the ODE and pDE.

Syllabus '

Unit-I
calculus of Matrices: Systems of linear equations and their sorutions. Matrices, determinants, rankand inverse' Linear transformations. Range space and rank, null space and nullity. Eigenvalues andeigenvectors' similarity transformations. oiago nalizationof Hermitian matrices. Bilinear and quadratic

Unit-[
Differential Equation: ordinary Differential Equations: First order linear and nonlinear ordinarydifferential equations, exactness ind integrating factors. ordinary linear airereniiar equations of n-thorder' solutions of homogeneous and non-homogeneous equations. operator method. Method ofundetermined co effi c ients and variation o f parameteis.

Unit-[I \
Differential Equation: Power series methods for solutions of ordinary differential equations. Legendreequation and Legendre polynomials, Bessel equation and Bessel functions of first and second kind.
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Shri Vais hnav Vidyap eeth Vishwavidyalaya, In d ore

Unit-IV '

rnterpolation and curvefitting: Introduction to Interpolation; calculus of Finite Differences; FiniteDifference and Divided Differenie Tables; N"ruto"-C.Jgo.v polynomial Form; Lagrange polynomialInterpolation; Theoretical Errors in Interpolation; spline irt-".porutiory app.o*irration by Least squareMethod.

Numerical Differentiation and rntegration: Discrete Approximation of Derivatives: ForwardBackward and central Finite Difference Forms, Numerical Integration, simple Newton-cotes RuleslTrapezoidal and simpson's (l/3) Rules; 
_w"ddi;i, ill;;dlurriun quajrature Rures: Gauss-Legendre,Gauss-Laguerre, Gauss-Hermite, Gauss_Chebychev.

Unit-V
Numerical solution of oDE & PDE: Euler's Method for Numerical Solution of oDE; ModifiedEuler's Method; Runge_Kutta Method. (RV, RKaj,^ poo. estimate; Multistep Methods:Predictor-corrector method, Adams-Moutton uett oJ; iiounoary value p.oit".. urd shooting
ffixl*,r1fir1,'ffJ:*" 

methods, numerical solutions or 
"uipti., 

pr.ru"ri", 
"rd 

hyperbolic parria-l

Texts:
a G Strang, Linear Algebra And Its Applications, 4th Edition, Broolcs/Cole, 2006r S. Z. Ross, Dffirential Equations, 3id Edftion, Wley, Igg4.t E' A' Coddington, An Introduction to ordinary Dffirential Equations, prentice Hall, 1995.e w'E' Boyce and R'c' DiPrima,, Elementiry bffirential- Equations and Boundary valueProblems, 7th Edition, Wiley, 2001.o K. E. Atkinson, Numericar Anarysis, John wrey, Low price Edition (2004)." t 

Srff#i,,,ffr: de Boor Etementary iumericat Anatysis _ ,q, iitsrrithmic Approach,

r 'B' '9' Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna publishers, DelhiReferences:
* E' Kreyszig, Aduanced Engineering Mathematics, gth Edition, wirey, 2005.q R. G Bartre and D. R. sherbert, Iitroduction to Rear Analysis, 5th Ed, wirey, 1999.* J' stewart' calculus: Early Transcendentals, Sth Ed, Thomas Learning (Broops/ cole), IndianReprint,2003. t uw' r"v"'qr Lvurrttng (Dn

o J' stoer and R' Bulirsch, Introduction to Numerical Analysis, 2nd Edition, Tbxts in AppliedMathematics, VoL 12, Springer Verlag, 2002.e J' D' Hoffman, Numerical Methods fir Engineers and scientists, McGraw-Hill, 2001.o M.K Jain, s-R.K Iyengar and R.k Jain, Numericd 
r,rr!:d: for _scientific and engineeringcomputation (Fourth Edition), New !ry lnternational (p) Limited, New Deihr, 2004.' t*3r"ff;!;f;ies:tied Numericat Methods wrth taru,eB .fo, Engineers and scientists,
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B.Tech. Mechatronics Session20lS-2022

Legends: L - Lecture; T - Trtori
*Teacher Assessment shall be based following compone"..* quiryarsignment/ project/participation in class,given that no component shall exceed more than l0 marks.

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):
1. To give basic knowledge of polymer science.2. To understand and apply the knowledge of electrochemistry and its laws.3. To give basic knowledge of corrosion and control over it.4. To understand the varioqs sophisticated inshumental techniques.5. To give basic knowledge of water, lubricants and different piop"rti., of water.

Course Outcomes (COs):

fllffitr#ion 
of this course the students are expected to be able to demonstrate following knowledge, skills

The students will be able to
6' Theoretical understanding of various high polymers and their properties.
7 ' Became aware of the importance of eleclrochimistry and its laws'in the field of

technology and dealing with its numerical approach.
8' Implementing instrumental techniques as powerful tool for qualitative and quantitative

analysis of compounds.
9. Find the numerical solution of the ODE and pDE.
I0' Analyzing boiler feed water for industrial use and drinking water for domestic use.

Syllabus
Unit-I
POLYMERS AND REINF'ORCED PLASTICS
classification of polymers - types of polymerization reactions - mechanism of additionpolymerization: free radical, ionic and ziegler - Nuttu - effect of structure on the properties ofpolymers- strength, plastic deformation, elasticity and crystallinity -Preparation urJ piop".ties of importantresins: Polyethylene, PJC-, PMMA, Polyester, Teflon, gaketite and Epoxy d;l - compounding ofplastics - moulding methods - injeption, extrusion, compression

Unit-II
ELECTRO CHEMISTRY: Arrheniu s theory of e lectro lyt ic dissoc iat ion, Transport number,
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Kohlrausch's law, Solubility product, Redox reaction, Electrochemical and concentration cells.

CORROSION AND ITS CONTROL:
corrosion: Basic concepts - mechanism of chemical, electrochemical corrosion - pilling Bedworthrule - Types of Electrochemical corrosion - galvanic 

"o..orio, 
- differential aeration corrosion - pittingcorrosion - stress corrosion - Measurement of corrosion (wt. loss method onty; - factors influencingcorrosion.

corrosion control: cathodic protection - sacrificial anodic method - corrosion inhibitors. protective
coatings: surface preparation for metallic coatings - electro plating (copper plating) and electrolessplating (Nickel plating) - chemical conversion.ouiirg, - anodizing, p'rrorptrutirJ& chromate coating

Unit-[I
BAsrc TNSTRUMENTAL TECHNTQUES: Basic principles, instrumentation and applications ofpotentiometry, uv - visible spectroscopy, infrared ,p."tror"opy, atomic absorption spectroscopy andflame photometry.

ENGINEERING MATERIALS : Cement, Refr actories etc.

Unit-IV
WATER TREATMENT '

water quality parametels: Physical, 
-chemical & Biological significance - Hardness of water -estimation of hardness (ED'rA method) - Dissolved o*yg.n - determination (winkler,s method),Alkalinity - determination - disadvantages of using hard'viater in boilers: scale, sludge formation -disadvantages - prevention - treatment: Internal conditioning - phosphate, carbon and carbonateconditioning methods - External: zeolite, ion exchange, Lime-Soda -.tt"ar--c.'n;;;;:desalination - reverse osmosis and electrodialysis - domestt water treatment.

surface Tension: Introduction; origin of Surface Tension; Surface energy; Laplace& young-L aplaceEquation, capillarity; contact Angle; Measurement of Surface Tension by capillary rise method;variation of Surface Tension of a liquid with Temperature and concentration.

Lubricants: Mechanism of lubrication, classification of lubricants, properties & testing of lubricatingoil' Definition of viscosity of a liquid; Determination of viscosity; shear viscosity; Intrinsic viscosity;Molecular weight from viscosity measurement & Numerical problems based on viscosity index.

Unit-V ,

Metal in Industry
Structure of coordination compounds corresponding to coordination number up to 6, Types of ligands,Isomerism [geometrical, optical, ionization, Iinfage and coordination], Theories of bonding incoordination compounds- crystal field theory valence bond theory chelation.
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References:
l ' O.P Wramani, A.K Narula, Applied Chemistry - Theory and practice, New Age pub.
2. Ghosh, -Polymer Science, Tata McGraw Hill.
3. Sawyer, McCarty and Parkin -Chemistryfor'Environmental Engineering -McGraw Hill,

International. ,

4. Alistair Cameron -Basic Lubrication theory
5. Dr Jyoti Mitna -Engineering chemistry
6. Dr Sunito Ratan -Engineering chemistry
7. S.M. Khopkar -Applied Chemistry
8. V.R. Gowawriker -Polymer Science
9. GS. Mishra -Introduction of polymer science

List of Experiments:

1. To estimate the strength of the given unknown solution of Mohr's salt (Ferrous ammonium
sulphate (FeSO+(NH+)zSO+.6HzO) using KMnO+ solution as an intermediate.

Estimation of hardness by EDTA method.

conductometric titration - determination of strength of an acid

Estimation of iron by potentiometry.

Determination of molecular weight ofpolymer by viscosity average method

Determination of Na / K in water sample by Flame photometry (Demonstration)

Determination oftotal alkalinity and acidity ofa water sample

Estimation of calcium ions present in tap water. (TDS)

To determine the viscosity of a given liquid (30% sugar solution) at room temperature

using Ostwald's viscometer.

Testing ofFlash point of lubricating oil by pensky Martins apparatus.

To determine the viscosity index by Red wood viscometer I &2.
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B.Tech. Mechatronics Session20lS-2022

Legends:L-Lecture;T-Tutorial,/TeacherGuidedStudentActivity;p-nicticaLJ-C.eai[-
*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: Quiz./Assignment/Project/participation in Class,
given that no component shall exceed more than l0 marks.

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):
To familiarize with concepts of scale, conic sections and engineering curves.
To familiarize with the concepts related to the projections of points and line in all quadrants;construction of
geometrical figures & solids, with its orientation on horizontal and vertical planes, and its projection; section of
solid, development of solid and isometric projection view.
Course Outcomes (COs):

After completion of this course the students are expected to be able to demonshate following knowledge, skills
and attitudes

l. Student would bd able to draw scale, conic sections and engineering curves.
2. Student would be able to draw projection of point and line; indenti$, the use of these concepts in

practical life.
3. Students would be able to understand plain &3D model at various orientations and draw their

projection.
4. Student would be able to draw the projections of with and without sectioning of solid models and

surface development.
5. Students would be able to understand the difference between orthographic view and isometric

projections.

Syllabus
UNIT I.

SCALES- Representative Factor, types of scales, principle and construction ofdifferent scales
CONIC SECTION- Construction ofellipse, parabolaand hyperbola by different methods;

Normal and Tangent
ENGINEERING CURVES- Cycloid, Epicycloids, Hyper cycloid, Involutes, Archimedean and

Logarithmic spirals.

UNIT II- PROJECTION OF POINTS & Lil\E

PROJECTION- Introdu);ro, to projection, Types ofprojection, terminology, first angle and
third angle

GPfb--
ChairPerson
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PRoJECTION oF poINTS - Intro duction of po int, convent ionar representation
PROJECTIoN oF LINES- Introduction of stiaighi tir", o.i.riution of straight line, true inclination andtrue length, concepts ofend projectors, plan and traces and auxiliary pranes

UNIT III. PROJECTION OF PLANES & SOLIDS

PROJECTIONS OF PLANES_ Introduction of planes,
projection ofplanes in different positions, traces of planes

types of planes, orientation of planes,

PROJECTION oF SOLIDS- Introduction oi solids, classificatiion of solids, recommendednaming of corners of solids, orientation of solids

UNIT IV. SECTION OF'SOLIDS & DEVELOPMENT OT'SURFACES

SECTIoN oF SoLIDS- Introduction of section of solids,-terminology, types of section planes,section ofprisms, section ofpyramid and section or"o-porii" sorids

""-Y:*?:YlIl,^o_t 
S'-*TCES- Introduction'of develffient of surfaces, classificati/eropment or surlaces, classification of

:::,?:rj:T::hods 
of deveropment, deveropment ofprisms, pvramids, cvlinder and cone, anti-development

UNIT V- ISOMETRIC PROJECTIONS

Board of Studies
Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya

tr{ara

ISoMETRIC PRoJECTIONS- Introduction of isometric projection, terminology, isometric

lJifflt* 
and isometric views, isometric views ofplanes,.i!ht solids, truncated solids and composite

Tertbooks-
l. Engineering Drawing by N.D. Bhatt.
2 Engineering Drawing by C. Agarwal&BasantAgarwal.
3. Engineering Dratvihg by p.S. Gill.

Reference Books-
1. Engineering Drawing by LeonelZurbito

- 2 .Engineering Drawing Oy Wo, ertann"Ai
3. Engineering Drawing by NinadWatve

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS-

l. Drawing various types of scales using representative fraction.2. Drawing various conics section.
3' Drawing various engineering curves.like cycloid, Epicycloids, Hyper cycloid, Involutes,Archimedean and Logarithmic spirals.
4. Projection ofpoints in all quadrants.
5. Projection of straight lines in all quadrants in various orientations.
9 Projection of geometrical planes with various orientations.
7. Projection of solid models with various orientations.
8. Projection of section of solids by using various types orcutting planes.9' 

3;1*t* 
developmsnt ofsurfaci usin! variour rn.flroar ofpriims, pyramids, cone, cylinder,

10. Drawing anti- deveiopment of surfaces.
11' Drawing isometric projections using various methods and isometric views.
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Legends: L - Lecture; f - fui
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given that no component shall exceed more than l0 marks.

Course Educationat Objectives (CEOs):
To understand the interdisciplinary applications of Electronics, Electrical, Mechanical and computer systems forthe Control of Mechanical and Electronic Systems.

Course Outcomes (COs):

After completion of this course the students are expected to be able to demonstrate following knowledge, skillsand attitudes.

The students will be able to
1. Student will be able to understand the basics of mechtronics.
2. Student will be able to understand various types of sensors & transducers.
3. Student will be able to know the working of drives .

4' Student will be able to explain about the working of microprocessors, plcs, hydraulic & pneumatics sys-
tem..

Syllabus

Review of fundamentals of erectronics, Data conversion devices, sensors,
classification of transducers, relays, Microprocessors and pLCs.

unit Irr: 
9 HoursDrives: steppemotot.,-_::1.o 

9riu.e. 
Ball,screws, linear motion bearings, cams, systems controlled bycamshafts, electronic cams, indexiirg mechanisms.

Unit fV: '
8 HoursHydraulic systems: flow, pressure and direction control valves, actuators, and supporting elements, hydraulicpower packs, pumps, hydraulic circuits

Unit I:
Introduction: Definition of Mechatronics, Mechatronics
between Traditional and Mechatronics approach.

Unit II:

Brrard of Studies
,L-i 1r-i. !r^', \lirlrranaa*h \Iichwrvidvalava

8 Hours
in manufacturing Products, and design. Comparison

9 llours
micros ens ors, transducers,
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UnitV:

l?::ffiffi:H:ffi1'r",t"?[,jf'rlffi: and conditioning orcompressed air, system componenrs 
"rou#llJl

Texts Book:
l. HMT ltd. Mechatronics.,. Tata Mcgraw_Hill, New Delhi, l9gg.2' 

$I;.t*'' 
J'K' Schueller, P'w. 6t*, .rr, Mu"rri". oerig, r", mobile and industrial applications, SAE,

3' T'o' Boucher' computer automation inmanufacturing - an 
Ttooly:1ior,, chappman andHalt, 1996.4. R. Isermaq Mechatronic Systems: Fundamentar;; ff g;'lst Editior; 20055. Musa Jouanetl Fundamentirs ofMechatrrri.;,'l;ii;-iti';, c"rgug. Leaming, 2012.

List of Experiments.

1' Introduction of mechatronics and study of elements of mechatronics systems.2. To study ofMechatronics products ani system, in ,runua",uring.3. Design ofvarious ffqfadder logics ttrougtsim"r, 
"fC 

m,4' circuit / components]esting uy iautimet"i, cno uno other methods.5. To measure various Erectricir p'arameters by various Electronic Bridges.6' To test and measure voltage and current using pMMC instruments.
7 ' To understand the structrire of ammeter voitmeter and ohmmeter. learning how to use thosemeter and use them to measure current voltage and resistance of electronics circuits .8' To test and measure vortage and current using MI instruments.9. To studythe LED, LCD and Seven Segment;irp6. 

"'-'
10. To studythe various types ofsensors and rransducer

W
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B.Tech. Mechatronics

Legends: L - Lecture; f - frto
*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: quizlassignment/project/participation in class,given that no component shall exceed more than l0 marks.

Course Objectives:-
The subject aims to provide the student with:

o An understanding of balsic Electronics Engg. abstractions on which analysis and design ofelectronic circuits and systems are based,Iisic devices( analog and digial)uro irrt*.entation
abstractions.

e The capability to use abstractions to analyzeand design simple electronic circuits.o The ability to formulate and solve the different logic Jircuits and Boolea, 
"qrations.o An understanding of how devices such as semiconductor diodes, rectifiers, and bi-polar junction

transistors are working and how they are used in the design of useful circuits.

Course Outcomes:-

' Students will: Learn how to develop and employ circuit models for elementary electroniccomponents, e.g.' resistors, sources, inductors, capacitors, diodes and transistJrs;o Become adept at using various methods ofcircuit analysis, including simplified methods such asseries-parallel reductions, vo rtage and current dividers,itc.
' DeveloP the capability to analyze and-design simple circuits containing non-linear elements such astransistors using the concepts of load lines, operating points and increilental analysis;
' Learn how the primitivbs ofBoolean algebra are ur#to describe the processing of binary circuitsand to use electronic co'mponents as building blocks in electronically implementing binaryfunctions;

Syllabus

I.INIT-I
Evolution and Impact of Electronics in industries and in society, Familiarizatron with Resistors,capacitors, Inductors, Transformers and Electro mechanical components, pN Junction diode: Structure,Principle of operation, various types of Diode, Solar cell.

T.]NIT:II \
Rectifiers: Halfwave and full wave rectifiers, capacitive filter, Zenervoltage regulator. BipolarJunction Transistors: Structure, Principle of operation, and its CB, CC, CE-confiluration.

LINIT:III
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Basic electrical parameter measuring Instruments: voltmeters & ammeter, wattmeter, energy meter,Basics of CRO (analog & digital).

TINIT:IV
Number system: Introdrrction to binary octal, decimal & hexadecimal systems, representation ofnegative numbers, l'1 2'.t, 9's, 10's complement and their arithmetic. Introduction, Definitions,Principle ofDuality,Basic Theorems, Applications ofBooleanAlgebra, Boolean Functions,
Complement ofBoolean Function. Logic Gates (Symbol, Truth Table, Logic Diagram): And, o& NoT,NAND, No& xo& xI{oR. universal Gates: r.iawo Gate and NoR Ga; imptJmentation.

LINIT-V
SIGNALS: Introduction, Representation ofDiscretetime Signals: Graphical Representation,
Functional Representation, Tabular Renrelgnlation, and s.qi.n." Repiesentation. Elementary Signals:Unit step Function, ulit Ramp Function, unit Parabolic Function, unit Impulse Function, sinusoidalSignal, Real Exponential signal, complex Exponential signai, Rectangular pulse Function, TriangularPulse Function and their energy and power calculation.

References ,

1. Bell, D. A., Electronici"rt"r, and circuits, oxford university press
2' Boylested, R' L' and Nashelsky, L., Electronic Devices and Circuit Theory pearson Education3. Digital Design M. Mo*is Mano and Michael D. ciletti, peorson Education4. A Anand Kumar; Signals and Systems, pHI.
5' Wiay Baru, Raiendra Kaduskor Sunil T Gaih,vad, Basics of Electronics Engineering, wey IndiaPvt. Ltd

i,,*,,i;
r.rilil;.',r.:.

6. Rodger E. ZiemerlWilliam H TranteriD. R. Fannin
Hth Editionl

7 ' A'K Satvhney, A Course on Electrical and Electronics Measurement and Measuring InstrumentsDhanpat Rai pub.

List of experiments

1' Familiattzation with Laboratory Instruments (oscilloscope, Function Generator, Digital Multimeter,DC Power Supply) ,

2. Charactefization ofpassive Circuit Elements (& L, C)3. Time & FrequencyRejponse ofRC and RL Circuiis 
'

4. V-I curve for P-N Junction Diodes.
5. V-I curve for Zener Diode.
6. Zener as a voltage regulator
7. Half-wave and Full-w'ave( center tapped and Bridge) Rectiflers8' Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) Ciriuits (Inverter] 6o.rnon EmitterAmplifier)9. Conversion ofnumber system
10. Basic Combinatorial Circuits

Qrrtt*-
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B.Tech. Mechatronics

Legends:L-Lecture;r-ruto.iayGactrEcuiaeaStudentActivity;p-pra;ical;'E-c;fr
Q/A - Quiz/Assignment/Attendance, MST Mid Sem Test.

Course Objectives:-
l' To provide basic introduction of electronic and electrical hardware systems.
2' To provide hands-on training with familiaraation, identification, testing and assembling.3' To troubleshoot the PCB by making use of the various software tools and instruments available

in the Electronics Workshop.

Course Outcomes:
Students will be able to:

1. Learn and identify the active and passive electronic components.
2. Perform testing ofelectronic components
3. Analyze Inter-connection methods and perform soldering practice.
4. Use different software tools for pCB design.
5. Design of electronic circuits.

List of Experiments

l.

2.

Identification and introduction of various active and passive electronic components.

Demonstration of various measuring instruments (CRO, Multi-meter etc) and different
power supplies.

Testing of di'fferent electronic components (Resistor, Capacitor, Diode, Transistor etc)
using Multi-rieter and CRo and draw the characteristics of these electronic components.
Demonstration ofBreadboard, Introduction and Comparison of various types ofpCBs.
Design ofbasic circuits using Breadboard (Rectifier, clippers, and clampers etc.).
Develop basic circuit layout using software tools.

Introduction and\comparison of Software tools used for pCB design and study pCB de-
sign techniques (itching, drilling, and soldering).

Design ofPower Supply.
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4.

5

6.

7.

8.
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Design of Various logic Gates'

Develop one mini project using all the above process'

Text Books:

1. Electronic Devices, Thomas L. Floyd, Pearson (9th Edition) ,9-Jan-2011'

2.ElectronicDevicesandCircuits,DavidA.Bell,oxfordPress(5thEdition)30-April-2008.

References:

1 Printed circuit Boards: Design, Fabrication, Assembly and Testing R's' Khandpur Tata

McGraw-Hill Educatio n, 24-F eb'2005'

2 Printed circuits Handbook cMe coombs McGraw Hill Professional' 22-May-2007 '
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B.ffireffi Mechatronics

Legends: L - Lecture; T - TutoriaUTeacher Guided Student Activity; P - Practical; C - Credit;
*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: Qui/Assignment/ Project/Participation in Class,
given that no component shall exceed more than l0 marks.

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):
1. To paraphrases with workshop technology, industrial safety, and understand material properties.

2. To paraphrases with carpentry shop, fitting shop, welding and sheet metal shops.

Course Outcomes (COs):

1. After completion of this course the students are expected to be able to demonstrate following
knowledge, skills and attitudes.

2. Student would be able to understand the need of workshop, technology related to it, and industrial safety
and precautions.

3. Student would be able to use carpentry tools, analyze various wood joints and their properties.
4. Students would be aQle to use fitting tools to make various shapes and design.
5. Student would be able to recognize various welding techniques and their needs.
6. Students would be able to design various shapes by using sheet metals and tools related to it.

Syllabus
Unit-I
INTRODUCTION TO WORI(SHOP TECHNOLOGY & INDUSTRIAL SAFETY WORKSHOP
TECIINOLOGY- Introduction, need ofworkshop and types ofworkshop

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY- Introduction, objective of industrial safety, causes of accidents, common
sources of accidents, preventive measures, and common safety methods.

Unit-fI
CARPENTARY SHOP
CARPENTRY- Introduction, types of timbers, defects in timbers, timber prevention, characteristics of
good timber, common tools used in carpentry shop (marking and measuring tools; cutting tools and
striking tools), and common wood joints (cross-lap, corner-lap, dovetail and bridle joints).

Unit-Itr :
FITTING SIIOP \

FITTING- Introduction, tools used in fitting shop (measuring tools, holding tools, cutting tools,
striking tools and supporting tools) and operation performed in fitting work.
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Unit-IV
WELDING SHOP
WELDING- Introduction, terminological elements of welding process, welding joints (lap joints and
butt weld joint), welding positions, advantages and disadvantages of welding, classification of welding,
gas welding processes and safety recommendation for gas welding.

Unit-V
SHEET METAL SHOP
SHEET METAL- Introduction, metal used in metal work, sheet metal tools (hand shears or snips,
hammers, stakes, cuffing tpols and measuring tools), folding terminology of metal sheet joint, folded
sheet metal joints and sheet metal operations.

References
1. R.K. Jain - Productionkchnologlt
2- Campbeu - Principles of Manufacturing Material & Process
3. Bonhart - Welding, Principles & Practice
4. Little - Welding and Welding Technologt
5. Jain - Principles of Foundry Tbchnologlt

List of experiments.

l. To study various industrial safety precautions & preventive measures.

2. To study the various timber properties, its defects and its prevention.

3. To make various joints (L-joint, T-joint, Cross joint, etc.) using carpentry tools.
4. To perform various fitting shop operations using fitting tools.
5. To study various welding methods and its safety precaution.

6. To make various welding joints @utt joints,Lap,joints, cornerjoints, etc).
7. To study sheet metil properties and safety precautions.
8. To make various shapes using sheet metal tools and terminologies.
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